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How to Raise a Puppy You Can Live With explains how puppies develop in mind and body from

birth through one year of age. You ll learn what the breeder should do before you get your puppy,

how to select the right puppy, puppy temperament testing, and what to do when you get your new

puppy home. Rutherford takes you step-by-step through raising a well-adjusted, well-mannered

puppy, including positive dog training lessons on basic obedience, behavior modification for

puppies, and how to correct and prevent common problem behaviors. She explains the calming

signals dogs use, canine body language, and how to use your understanding of those when training

your puppy.
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The 1981 edition (now out of print) of this little classic on puppy rearing was a word-of-mouth best

seller. This substantially revised and expanded edition benefits from an additional decade of

observation of puppy behavior by its authors and includes effective, up-to-date methods for

educating puppies to become good canine citizens. Along with Job Michael Evans's The Evans

Guide for Housetraining Your Dog (Howell, 1987), this is required reading for new puppy owners.

Whether the copy still in circulation is battered and gnawed or the book slipped by the first time

around, every public library should acquire this new edition, and academic libraries should seriously

consider it for its insights into canine behavior. Highly recommended.- Jennifer King, Monmouth Cty.

Lib., Manalapan, N.J.Copyright 1992 Reed Business Information, Inc. --This text refers to an out of

print or unavailable edition of this title.



"This book may be as important for puppies as preschool is for children" --(Dog Fancy)

This is 1 of 5 books I bought in searching for the one I wanted to use. I reviewed them all in 1 review

so you can see my direct comparison without having to try and find my other reviews. Skip down to

#4 to see the details on this book.While my wife and I both had dogs growing up we never had any

real formal training. We are now considering getting a dog for ourselves and wished to do it

right.After spending a couple hours reading reviews I narrowed my books down to 5 possibilities.1)

Before and After Getting Your Puppy ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€œ Ian Dunbar2) Good owners, great dogs

ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€œ Brian Kilcommons and Sarah Wilson.3) How to be your dogÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s

best friend ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€œ revised and updated edition4) How to Raise a puppy you can life with

ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€œ Clarice Rutherford and David Neil5) ItÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s me of the dog, how to

have the perfect pet ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€œ Victoria Stilwell.To start your favorite choice of book will vary

where your beliefs lie on 100% positive approach vs use of correction/discipline. The current

pendulum appears to have swung to the 100% positive side of things. Many reviews I read

(particularly about the How to be your dogs best friend) are particularly critical of the alpha roll. I just

want to highlight in the revised and updated edition they specifically say they ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“no

longer recommend this technique and strongly discourage its use to our clientsÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â•.My

disclaimer would be that I lean towards a 100% praise/positive approach but am open to the

EXTREMELY rare need for correction in certain circumstances (eg. dangerous/threatening behavior

towards strangers/children not improved by praise/positive). Also note that I read these 6 books

over the course of 1 week. My opinions are based upon the retained impressions I have from the

books with occasional direct reference. I may over-emphasize certain parts but it could be because

that was what stood out to me and not necessarily what the author intended/wrote.So that said lets

get to the books.1)Before and After Getting Your Puppy ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€œ Ian DunbarThis is my

favourite book of the 5. It is 223 pages and does a great job of covering all the topics.There is a

good overview of dog psychology but the strongest aspect of this book is that it is divided by

developmental deadlines. The areas that need to be strongly worked on and emphasized at each

stage of development from the first day of arrival in the new home to months down the road. Areas

of particular focus are bite inhibition, socialization with people, household etiquette, home alone, sit

and settle down commands and dog-dog socialization. At the end of the book is a homework

schedule with checklists and days of the week that you can photocopy to make sure you are

reaching these goals. The language of this book is easy to read and the information is detailed



enough that you clearly understand the point without being so wordy that you lose the important

take home points. If you can only have 1 book and you are getting a puppy I would buy this

book.Highlights: this writer is a strong proponent of crating/confinement, having the dog sleep

outside the bedroom, and feeding entirely by having food/kibble in chewtoys that the dogs work on

all day as opposed to bowl feeding. His is a 100% positive approach and treats play a central role.

There is only a small blurb on clicker training. There is not much on how to select a particular puppy

from a litter.2)My second choice (and first choice if you are buying or have an older dog) is Good

owners, great dogs by Brian Kilcommons and Sarah Wilson. In fact I would STRONGLY

recommended buying both this and the Before and After Getting Your Puppy as they are extremely

complementary.This book is a bit longer at 282 pages and the pages are a bit larger but there are

quite a few more pictures. It is easy to read language and while it contains a lot of information is is

not overly verbose. It is very good with dog psychology and dog communication. It has a brief

section on how to choose a particular puppy from a litter. He is a proponent of crate/confinement

outside the bedroom and while provides information on establishing this the Ian Dunbar book goes

into much more detail. The strongest part of this book is the training information. Every topic has

very clear descriptions and photos that also include the hand signs for each command. While you

may cringe a bit at the number of times ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“give a correctionÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• or

ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“give a little pop on the leadÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• comes up the basic information is

excellent and would be easily modified to a treat/positive approach. The number 1 reason to buy

this book is every one of the training section includes ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“solving common

problemsÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• related to that particular topic which makes it very useful as a reference

when your dog does not do what the other books say it should do easily. Also there is a full 80 page

chapter on understand and solving canine problems such as house breaking, separation anxiety,

chewing, excessive barking, jumping, ect AND what to do about them.Highlights: this writer is a

moderate proponent of crating/confinement, having the dog sleep outside the bedroom, feeding 2x

per day in bowls. His is a mixed approach with both praise but also corrections. Certain training

topics require physical positioning/manipulating of the dogs. Treats DO NOT play a central role.

There is only a small blurb on clicker training.3)How to be your dogÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s best friendAt

336 pages this is the largest book. Text is quite dense and there are not that many photos though

most training topics include enough photos to clearly get the point across. This is a good book with

many relevant topics. Good coverage of dog psychology and communication. Excellent coverage of

the important training topics. Primarily a positive/treat based training system but

corrections/discipline are included. As mentioned above they no longer recommend the alpha roll.



Their reasonable discussion on this is:ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Å“What we do take serious exception to, in all

the rhetoric, is the suggestion that training has to be entirely positive for it to be humane, that

corrections have no place in a modern thinking approach to obedience trainingÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â¦..

Dogs are quite capable of understanding that there are negative consequences for certain

behaviors beyond simply not receiving a treat, and this knowledge can lea to consistency and

reliability in training resultsÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â¦ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â¦ Furthermore, even though we are

strong advocates of a positive approach to training, we do not believe it is either fair or helpful to

suggest that corrections are never appropriate.ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â• The topics cover all aspects of dog

training and behavior and they offer solutions to problem behaviors. There is no real information on

selecting a puppy from a litter. Excellent section on general dog care, dog grooming, ect.Highlights:

They are proponents of dogs sleeping in the bedroom. Feeding 2x per day in bowls. Mixed

approach primarily with praise/treats but also corrections. Nice section on dog massage. There is

only a small blurb on clicker training.I think this is a great book. It could easily be used instead of

Good owners, great dogs but can also complement it as there are some different strategies not

included in the other book. That said due to the density of the text, the length of the book, and my

vague impression I do prefer Good owners, great dogs.4)How to Raise a puppy you can life withAt

153 pages this is a shorter book. It is the strongest book on the stages of puppy development and

provides a detailed breakdown including what should be trained at each stage. It also has one of the

best sections on what to look for in choosing a puppy from a litter. ItÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s weakest

area is in the training information. Information is provided for all relevant topics but the information is

generally in a condensed text format and where the the other books may have 2-3 pages on a topic

with pictures followed by 2-3 pages of common problems with solutions, this book may cram 2-3

topics on a single page.Highlights: Best book on dog development stages. Good for helping choose

a puppy from a litter. 100% positive/treat based approach but depth of training information can leave

you wanting more.5)ItÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s me of the dog, how to have the perfect pet221 pages and

the photos are in color. 100% positive approach. Good coverage of dog communication. The

majority of this book is with regards to general training topics but information can be brief and the

pictures were more artistic in nature than educational. I found the information to generally be a bit

on the superficial side, sometimes hard to get the important points among all the filler words.

Honestly it was a pretty book with most of the information you need for training but lacks the real

meat of most topics and is missing many general care topics. If it was the only training book you had

you would probably do fine but it does not compare to the top 3 choices listed above.Highlights:

Good section on dog communication. Covers most topics and includes common problem areas.



100% positive/treat based approach but depth of training information can leave you wanting more.

Not much info on general dog care.Summary: So Before and After Getting Your Puppy, Good

owners, great dogs and How to be your dogÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s best friend are all good, complete

owners manuals for dogs that each include pretty much all you need to know. Your choice depends

on how much you want to read and what training method you are most comfortable with. I would

buy Before and After Getting Your Puppy and one of the other 2. How to Raise a puppy you can life

with and ItÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s me or the dog, are more superficial and you would require other

books for more detailed information on training and basic information on dog ownership.

How to Raise a Puppy You Can Live With 4th Editionby Clarice Rutherford (Author), David H. Neil

(Author)This book was recommended as a must have by my breeder when we got our English

Bulldog. She is extremely stubborn even at only ten weeks of age and definitely wants to try and be

the alpha whenever she can!! I am not a fan of harsh training methods or exerting dominance over

dogs to prove that you are the alpha. They seem a little archaic and macho to me honestly. This

book is none of that thankfully. It does an awesome job of breaking down the different stages of

puppy development and what to expect with each one. Then it tells you exactly how to train your

puppy for the stage he or she is in. AND WITH NO NEGATIVE REINFORCEMENT OR "BE THE

ALPHA" BULL!!!! It is all redirecting attention and positive reinforcement. Since that is what our

breeder started with it has been super easy to just continue it. Our puppy is only ten weeks old and

is 80% litter box trained, fully crate trained and knows sit, down, stay and come. We are currently

working on "no bite" and "drop it". I really didn't expect to have results at this young of an age. The

methods in this book really work if every family member sticks with them 100% of the time.From

...How to Raise a Puppy You Can Live With explains how puppies develop in mind and body from

birth through one year of age. You ll learn what the breeder should do before you get your puppy,

how to select the right puppy, puppy temperament testing, and what to do when you get your new

puppy home. Rutherford takes you step-by-step through raising a well-adjusted, well-mannered

puppy, including positive dog training lessons on basic obedience, behavior modification for

puppies, and how to correct and prevent common problem behaviors. She explains the calming

signals dogs use, canine body language, and how to use your understanding of those when training

your puppy.

Originally my vet recommended this book. Subsequently, I have shared the recommendation with

several soon to be or relatively new dog owners. I highly recommend this book, especially to those



who are new to the world of dogs.

This little book has been extremely helpful with it simply stated and focused guidance. Many of the

other books go into quite a bit of dog history, philosophy, etc. This is more to the point of direct

information, and of all the books I have ordered about raising puppies, this has been the most

helpful. The other most helpful thing I learned was at the vet's office when a Cesar-trainer told me:

puppies need a lot of sleep. So when they are biting and being generally uncontrollable, it is time for

their kennel nap.

For many years, I have always included a complimentary copy of this book with every puppy I sell. It

gives first-time owners and experienced ones too, lots of good, common sense advice on molding a

superior dog.

Positive Reinforcement is the only Truly effective way to train long term Safe and Obedient

Behaviors in Dogs. I've seen it work over and over. Painful and shaming punishments make animals

overly fearful and prone to biting or other agressive reactions.This book is easy to read and has

some great ideas! However, I felt that the book was a bit too short because it didn't address many

behavioral issues that do come up in puppyhood and was somewhat light on specific ways to

address these.I'm only speaking from personal experience over a long time. If this is your first

puppy, whether Pound or Purebred, this is a great book to start with!Don't forget though, that we're

really training ourselves (probably as much as our dogs) to be consistent and that only comes with a

lot of practice! The positivity and consistence is what makes new behaviors really stick! Enjoy your

new companion!
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